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LOJO Group, LLC, is an award winning provider of web design, web-based
software applications and marketing for small and medium size businesses
nationwide. Our focus is on developing custom solutions for the unique
needs of our clients across retail, financial, entertainment/media and other
industries. For nearly a decade, LOJO has provided B2B and B2C solutions
for web design & development, branding, and online marketing to assist in
the achievement of our clients goals.

Our main office is located in Rocklin, CA where solution strategizing,
project management, and graphic design are done. Our design team
blends the talents of multiple designers from around the world bringing
the quality and progressive design LOJO is known for and delivers to its
clients. Production of web programming is performed in our office in
Bhubaneswar, India. Our programming team has been with us for 5+
years and delivers top quality code for all needed solutions. All production
releases and site specific development are published to LOJO owned servers
located in the Arizona data center of one of the top ranked providers
nationwide called The Planet. The server software and hardware used by
LOJO is updated and monitored frequently.

BRIEF HISTORY
LOJO began its journey in August of 2001 as a garage start-up known
as ENL Computing with 100% focus on technology support services. In
September of 2003 the business left behind the thought of being limited
as just another technology support company after recognizing the need
for reliable web solution providers with integrity. Growing our progressive
wings and establishing our road map, we evolved into the regional
resource known as Rocklin Systems. In 2007, LOJO was recognized as a
company that ranked in the top ten of the most reliable web development
companies in the Western United States via a well known 3rd party
research company Goldline Research (GoldlineResearch.com) In December
of that same year we evolved into offering our services nationally as LOJO
Group, LLC. In 2009 the business was recognized, and appeared in Forbes
magazine for being a Leading Provider for Web Design in the Western
United States. Our company name, LOJO, is derived from the two primary
inspirations in our principals’ lives, their children Logan and Jonah.

HOUR RANGE RESPECTIVE TO STAFF AND HOURS
LOJO quotes one hourly rate for all of our services. All projects are quoted
as a fixed bid based on the estimated project time at our hourly rate of
$125 per hour. Future updates and changes, not quoted in the original
contract, are billed in increments of 15 minutes at the same hourly rate.
QUALIFICATIONS
LOJO Group has carefully integrated right brain creative with left brain
engineering and analytical. Responsive, competitive, cool and awardwinning, LOJO has produced hundreds of web projects for satisfied clients.
Our client list varies from multi-million dollar privately held corporations to
sole-proprietorships. See a few of our clients below.
Some of our clients

STRATEGIC ALLIANCES
LOJO has established many strategic alliances over the years including
Microsoft, Google, The Planet, WHMCS, GoDaddy.com, Network
Solutions, eNOM, Yahoo, Cisco and many others for various aspects of web
and technology development.
OUR STAFF
The LOJO capacity to strategize and provide your business solution is vast.
We are a team of 20+ highly talented and dedicated individuals with years
of experience in our respective fields. We are all passionate about what we
do and are committed to providing the best possible customer service.
LOJO Organizational Chart

STANDARDS OF PERFORMANCE
LOJO adheres to the strictest standards of performance and quality, and
this is verifiable by contacting our references.
COPYRIGHTS
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LOJO is a custom web design & development company which provides
one-of-a-kind solutions for our clientele, thus all content developed by
LOJO for your project (programming, graphics, source code content, etc.)
is the property of your company upon payment. Any copyrighted material
used, such as photography, must have licenses purchased by your company.
TAXES
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www.LOJOmarketing.com

LOJO Group, LLC or LOJO for short is a California Limited Liability Company
filing as an S-Corporation.
INSURANCE, LAWSUITS AND SECURITY AUDITS
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LOJO holds all appropriate insurance for working with Fortune 500 and
Municipal businesses and can add your company to be additional insured if
needed. From inception we’ve never had to use our insurance and we have
no lawsuits pending. In addition, security audits are performed on a regular
basis which LOJO has always passed with flying colors.
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P.O. Box 1983, Rocklin, CA 95765

